DECORATIVE ARTS - China and Glass

1. You are asked to appraise a Lowestoft tea service for an estate...

   **Why** are you doing this appraisal? (.5 point)

   **What value** will you use? (.5 point)

   **Where** will you look for your comparables? (be as specific as possible; cite actual sources) (.75 points)

   **How** will you arrive at your values? Which approach/approaches? (.5 point)

2. State Farm Insurance called you to assess the value of a complete set of Sandwich Glass for a Wall Street corporation who displayed the objects in the corporate headquarters at the Citicorp Building. The complete set was to be included in an upcoming travelling exhibit curated by the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. The MFA had also agreed to reproduce the set in a limited edition for sale in their gift shop. Unfortunately, the set was totally destroyed in a fire...

   **Why** are you doing this appraisal? (.5 point)

   **What value** will you use? (.5 point)

   **Where** will you look for your comparables? (be as specific as possible; cite actual sources) (.75 points)

   **How** will you arrive at your values? Which approach/approaches? (.5 point)